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Abstract

Time-frequency (TF) masks are widely used in speech enhance-

ment (SE). However, accurately estimating TF masks from

noisy speech remains a challenge to both statistical or neural

network approaches. Statistical model-based mask estimation

usually depends on a good parameter initialization, while NN-

based mask estimation relies on setting proper and stable learn-

ing targets. To address these issues, we propose a novel ap-

proach to extracting TF speech structures from clean speech

data, and partition a noisy speech spectrogram into mutually ex-

clusive regions of core speech, core noise, and transition. Using

such region targets derived from clean speech, we train bidi-

rectional LSTM to learn region prediction from noisy speech,

which is easier to do than mask prediction. The predicted re-

gions can further be used in place of masks in beamforming,

or integrated with statistical and NN based mask estimation to

constrain mask values and model parameter updates. Our exper-

imental results on ASR (CHiME-3) and SE (CHiME-3 and Lib-

riSpeech) have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach

of learning speech region structure to improve TF masks.

Index Terms: TF masks, speech enhancement, ASR

1. Introduction

Noise deteriorates speech quality and intelligibility, causing dis-

comforts and difficulties to listeners in speech understanding, as

well as significant performance degradation in automatic speech

recognition (ASR). To mitigate this issue, SE is usually used

to reduce noise in noisy speech. In both multiple-channel or

single-channel SE (MCSE, SCSE), TF masks are widely used.

For example, in SCSE, ideal binary masks (IBM) [1, 2] are used

to label those TF points that are speech-dominant, and from

which to derive an enhanced speech signal; in multiple-channel

SE, TF masks are used to estimate speech and noise spatial co-

variances [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], from which minimum variance distor-

tionless response (MVDR) beamformer is derived.

TF masks can be estimated by statistical or neural net-

work (NN) methods. In the former category, [8, 6, 9, 10] used

complex Gaussian mixture model (CGMM), and [11] proposed

Watson mixture model. In the latter category, NN such as bi-

directional Long Short-Term Memory network (BLSTM) was

used successfully [12, 13, 14, 15]. As for the NN training tar-

gets, IBM, ideal ratio masks (IRM) [16], complex ideal ratio

masks [17], spectral magnitude mask (SMM) [18] and phase

sensitive mask [19] are commonly used.

The quality of statistical-model based masks often heavily

relies on parameter initialization, and the mask values are usu-

ally estimated independently on individual TF elements instead

of jointly, rendering the resulting mask values weak in spatial

continuity. On the other hand, the NN-based approach appears

to face two main issues. First, the mask target values for train-

ing may not be accurately determined. For example, in target

calculation, IBM makes a comparison between a certain form

of speech and noise energy at each TF point, while IRM/SMM

uses a certain quotient of speech and noise/noisy speech energy,

both are susceptible to artifacts and outliers. Because the non-

speech TF points in clean speech often have non-zero values,

given a noise recording, a non-speech point may be identified

as speech for IBM, or be assigned a relatively high value for

IRM or SMM. Second, the target values are sensitive to input

scaling: a gentle scaling on either clean speech or noise may

alter many TF target values. Due to the unstable target nature, a

large amount of data is often needed to train a stable model.

It is well known that speech signals exhibit certain salient

structures in the TF space. If such structural information is

captured from clean speech, it can be used as an informative

prior to facilitate estimating the speech and noise TF masks.

Although voice activity detection (VAD) [20, 21, 22] can dis-

criminate between speech and non-speech frames, it cannot do

so for TF points, and thus its effect in mask refinement is lim-

ited. Along the direction of utilizing speech structure priors for

SE, in [23], a speech model is learned from data produced by

a generative NN, and the model is used as a speech prior in

Bayesian multi-channel nonnegative matrix factorization based

speech enhancement; in [24], a Markov Random Field based

speech prior is used to model local TF contexts to improve

spatial continuity of the estimated IBM and IRM. In [25], the

speech temporal structure of pauses is used to estimate time-

varying noise for end-to-end SCSE.

In this work, we focus on a basic issue in speech processing,

i.e., how to improve TF masks. We investigate extracting speech

structures in TF space from clean speech spectrogram, and use

the structural prior to improve statistical and NN based mask

estimation. Specifically, we divide a noisy speech spectrogram

into mutually exclusive regions of core speech, core noise, and

transition, which are defined by and estimated from its under-

lying clean speech spectrogram. These regions are used as the

targets in training BLSTM to learn region prediction from noisy

speech. We evaluate our method on both single-channel and

multi-channel noisy speech data of CHiME-3 [26, 27] and Lib-

riSpeech [28]. It is worth noting that for CHiME-3 or CHiME-4

tasks, various approaches have been proposed with good results

achieved in ASR [29, 30, 31, 8, 9, 13, 12, 6], where the popular

TF masks are IBM, IRM and CGMM-based ones. In this work,

perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [32] and short-

time objective intelligibility (STOI) [33] are used to evaluate SE

performance, where with regions, both PESQ and STOI scores

are increased; ASR is performed on multi-channel CHiME-3 to

evaluate the MVDR performance based on CGMM masks or

IBM, where using regions also reduced word error rate (WER)

over using CGMM/NN based mask estimation alone.

2. TF masks and speech enhancement

For clarity, we use bold font for vectors and regular font for

scalars, with matrices specified explicitly.
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2.1. NN-based IBM estimation

Here we adopt the BLSTM method in [13, 12], where clean

speech and noise are used to simulate noisy speech in training

BLSTM for mask prediction. Let xf,t and nf,t denote speech

and noise at a TF point (f, t), respectively. The targets for

speech and noise masks, IBMX and IBMN , are defined by

IBMX(f, t) = 1 if |xf,t|/|nf,t| > thX(f) else 0

IBMN (f, t) = 1 if |xf,t|/|nf,t| < thN (f) else 0

where thX(f) and thN (f) are two thresholds and | · | denotes

the magnitude of a complex number. When beamforming is per-

formed in test, the multi-channel IBMX and IBMN estimates

are respectively condensed to one using a median operation.

2.2. CGMM-based mask estimation

For multi-channel speech, CGMM [8, 9] can be used to esti-

mate TF masks. Let yf,t, xf,t and nf,t denote M -channel

observed signal, speech, and noise at (f, t), respectively, with

xf,t = sxf,tr
x
f and nf,t = snf,t r

n
f , where sxf,t is the speech

component, and rx
f is the acoustic transfer function vector, and

snf,t and rn
f are defined similarly. sxf,t and snf,t are assumed

to have complex Gaussian distributions: sxf,t ∼ CN (0, σ2
x,f,t)

and snf,t ∼ CN (0, σ2
n,f,t). Thus, xf,t ∼ CN (0, σ2

x,f,tR
x
f )

and nf,t ∼ CN (0, σ2
n,f,tR

n
f ) where Rx

f = rx
f (rx

f )
H and

Rn
f = rn

f (rn
f )

H , with (.)H the conjugate transpose. yf,t has

a mixture distribution of speech and noise. Let z ∈ {x, n}, the

model parameters are updated by the EM algorithm [34]:

σ2
z,f,t =

(

y
H
t,f
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)
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The estimated probability λx
t,f becomes local speech mask.

2.3. Single-channel SE and multiple-channel SE

For SCSE, the estimated IBMX is multiplied with the noisy

speech spectrogram to estimate the enhanced spectrogram x̂f,t.

For multiple-channel SE, the noise and speech spatial

covariances in a frequency bin are computed as Φ
n
f =

(
∑

t
λn
f,tyf,t y

H
f,t)/(

∑

t
λn
f,t) and Φ

x
f = Φ

n+x
f − Φ

n
f , where

Φ
n+x
f = (

∑

t
yf,t y

H
f,t)/T . The eigenvector corresponding to

the largest eigenvalue of Φx
f is used as the steering vector (SV)

hf [8] for MVDR, with the spatial filter formed as

wf =
(Φn

f )
−1 · hf

hH
f · (Φn

f )
−1 · hf

(3)

The beamformed TF points are obtained by x̂f,t = wH
f yf,t,

from which the enhanced speech waveform is obtained.

3. Proposed region learning

In this section, we cover region definition and rational, region

target extraction, and learning region prediction by NN.

3.1. Region definition and merits

We divide a noisy speech spectrogram into three mutually ex-

clusive regions: core speech region (CSR), transition region

(TR), and core non-speech region (CNR). Together, the three

regions fully cover the noisy spectrogram, but the regions are

defined by the clean speech spectrogram underneath the noisy

  

  (a) Noisy (simulated) spectrogram                         (b) clean (booth) spectrogram 

 

                        (c) CSR in yellow                                                     (d) TR in yellow 

 

                    (e) CNR in yellow                                                      (f) 
X

IBM  target 

Figure 1: Speech spectrogram, three regions, and IBMX target

for a speech utterance in CHiME-3

one. Qualitatively speaking, in a clean spectrogram, CSR con-

sists of the TF points with large magnitudes, CNR the points

with small magnitudes, and TR the remaining points.

Fig.1 illustrates the concept for three regions. Comparing

(b) and (c), CSR clearly captures the main structure of speech.

Comparing (d) and (c), the points in TR appear mainly on the

edges of CSR. Comparing (b) and (e), speech magnitudes of

the points in CNR are apparently negligible. Finally, (f) has

many yellow points extraneous to (b), suggesting that some

non-speech points are misclassified as speech in IBMX target.

We find that learning the regions is in general easier than

learning the masks, and the region targets provide informative

speech structural prior knowledge in the TF space, which may

improve the reliability of mask estimation. For example, in a

CNR, the noise mask value may be simply set to 1. For sta-

tistical model based mask estimation, parameter updates can be

constrained by the region types. Moreover, regions alone are al-

ready informative for computing the spatial statistics of speech

and noise in beamforming, where using learned region infor-

mation in place of NN masks can reduce WER (c.f. Sec. 4).

In other words, regions can serve as a strong structural prior to

replace masks to some extent, but masks do not conform to the

structural constraints. For example, a TF point with a high noise

mask estimate does not necessarily mean it belongs to a CNR.

3.2. Region target computation and model training

We extract region targets from clean speech, and train a BLSTM

to learn region prediction from simulated noisy speech (adding

noise to clean speech). The NN’s inputs are noisy speech

frames, and its outputs are predicted regions. Here, we sim-
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ply view CNR as Core Noise Region, the union of CSR and TR

as non core-noise region (NCNR), and the union of CNR and

TR as non core-speech region (NCSR).

3.2.1. Region target computation

For preprocessing, each clean speech recording is scaled to have

the maximum value of 16-bit signed integer of 32767, from

which a spectrogram is computed. Our region target extrac-

tion procedure looks for speech structures in the spectrogram in

three ways: in TF points, in time frames, and in each frequency

bin across time. Extracting the structure of regions amounts to

setting insignificant TF points or frames to zeros. The proce-

dure determines CSR and NCNR targets by following the same

4 steps but with different threshold values:

Step-1. Zero out TF points: Set the TF points with magnitudes

less than a threshold thgl1 to 0.

Step-2. Zero out a frame: Sum the magnitudes of the TF points

in each frame, and if the sum of a frame is less than a threshold

thsum, then set all the TF points in the frame to 0.

Step-3. Zero out points in a frequency bin. Keep the TF points

with the largest 20 percentile magnitude values for the target re-

gion by default. From the rest 80% TF points, compute the sum

of magnitudes (SoM) Sf , and additionally keep the TF points

with the largest q percentile magnitudes to make their SoM ap-

proximately equal to Sf × thgl2, where q depends on Sf and

thgl2. Set the value of the not chosen TF points to 0.

Step-4: Set the target values of the non-zero TF points to 1 for

CSR or NCNR.

Denoting the full set of TF points by U, then we obtain CNR

= U-NCNR, and TR = NCNR-CSR . Note that the values of TF

points are cached, so that the computations for CSR and NCNR

do not affect each other. Also note that our region method de-

termines speech structures in 3 ways from clean speech alone,

while IBM only compares speech and noise on (f, t) points.

3.2.2. Region prediction model training

For region prediction, we largely follow the BLSTM architec-

ture and settings in [13, 12] of speech and noise mask predic-

tion. However, our use of BLSTM differs from [13, 12] in pre-

diction targets, data augmentation, and computation:

1) Prediction: two regions are predicted: CSR and NCNR;

2) Data augmentation: the block structure of frames marked

by the zeroed-out frames (Step-2 of Sec.3.2.1) is used for data

augmentation. For each utterance, 4 frame blocks are identified,

the 4 clean speech blocks are shuffled 4 times with different po-

sitions for each block each time, while the noise ones are un-

changed, and the targets of the blocks are adjusted accordingly;

3) Computation: to improve parallelism, two consecutive in-

put frames are stacked to from a long frame, so are their targets.

4. Experiments and Results

We used CHiME-3 as the main dataset in our experiments. It

covered four noisy environments: cafe (CAF), street (STR), bus

(BUS) and pedestrian area (PED) and had 6 microphone chan-

nel recordings. The test datasets had real and simulated noisy

speech, each consisting of 330 sentences per noise type. The

details are as described in [26]. When training BLSTM for re-

gion prediction, the clean and noise data were selected from

CHiME-3 to generate noisy speech. To assess the generaliza-

tion ability of our region prediction method in SCSE, we also

took about 14 hours of clean speech from LibriSpeech to gen-

erate simulated noisy test speech data and performed SCSE on

these data by using the region predictor trained on CHiME-3.

4.1. Experiment Setup

When using CGMM or NN based masks, we followed the set-

tings in [8, 13, 12] unless mentioned otherwise. DFT size was

512, frame shift was 25% of frame size. To compute the re-

gion targets, we empirically set the thresholds of Sec.3.2.1,

with thgl1, thsum, thgl2 respectively set to 0.07, 6 and 0.95

for NCNR, and to 0.1, 8 and 0.8 for CSR. From a set of pi-

lot speech samples, we verified that these thresholds allowed

extracting clear speech structures, and the speech signals re-

covered from the speech regions had imperceptible distortion.

We then applied the procedure of Sec.3.2.1 to the clean train-

ing speech to extract the region targets. For ASR, we used the

popular CHiME-3 baseline backend in Kaldi [35], although we

noticed recently appeared baseline systems for CHiME-3, such

as [29]. We focused on extracting speech regions to improve

TF masks, instead of obtaining the lowest WER, which would

depend on the baseline and a host of other factors.

For SCSE, we considered the TF mask of IBMX . The min-

imum value of IBMX was set to 0.1 irrespective to the avail-

ability of region estimates. If region estimates were available,

then the IBMX values of all the TF points within NCSR were

set to 0.1, and the IBMX values in CSR were unchanged.

For M -channel noisy speech, the M spectrograms were

first averaged to a mean spectrogram, and from which the re-

gions were estimated. Upon available the region estimates, the

noise mask values of the TF points within a CNR were set to 1,

while the way the TF points within CSR were used depended on

the settings of computing Φ
n
f , and the effects of these settings

on WER were compared. If only region estimates were avail-

able (without masks), we used the TF points in CNR and NCNR

to calculate Φ
n
f and Φ

n+x
f respectively, shown as MVDRR in

Table 2. When only CGMM masks were used, the utterance be-

ginning and ending 20 TF points were used to initialize Rn
f , and

the remaining points were used to initialize Rx
f . If region esti-

mates were available, the TF points in CNR and CSR were used

to initialize Rn
f and Rx

f , respectively. In case that the number

of TF points were insufficient, those in TR were additionally

used for CNR and CSR. During the parameter updates, only the

TF points in NCNR were used to update speech parameters. In

estimating the CGMM parameters, we selectively used the TF

points to update the parameters of the speech or noise compo-

nent models based on the region belongings of these points.

4.2. Experiment Results

4.2.1. Speech Recognition

We compared MVDR performance on CHiME-3 in WER un-

der eight settings: using our proposed regions, CGMM masks,

NN masks, and combining regions with CGMM or NN masks,

indicated in that order by (·)R, (·)G, (·)N , (·)GR, and (·)NR,

respectively. In addition, (·)R0, (·)R1, and (·)R2 signifies the

way the estimated regions were combined with mask estima-

tion, as defined and summarized in Table 1:

a). The noise TF mask values in CNR were fixed to 1;

b). The TF points in CNR and CSR were used to initialize Rn
f

and Rx
f in CGMM, respectively;

c). All TF points were used to update Φ
n
f , as well as to update

noise parameters during EM iteration of CGMM;

d). Only TF points in NCSR were used to update Φ
n
f and the

CGMM noise parameters during EM iteration.

The WER results are given in Table 2. When using region
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Table 1: Methods of integrating regions with TF masks
methods NR1 NR2 GR0 GR1 GR2

constraints a,c a,d b a,b,c a,b,d

Table 2: WERs (%) of baseline, MVDR, w/wo regions, based on

NN/CGMM TF masks on CHiME-3 test data
2* eval simu eval real

BUS CAF PED STR AVG BUS CAF PED STR AVG

baseline 8.7 13.1 12.9 14.9 12.4 18.8 10.5 10.3 9.8 12.4

MVDRN 4.0 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.3 13.6 6.8 6.0 6.4 8.2

MVDRR 3.7 5.2 4.6 5.5 4.8 11.2 6.6 6.0 5.6 7.4

MVDRNR1 3.6 4.4 4.6 4.9 4.4 12.3 6.1 5.6 5.9 7.5

MVDRNR2 3.8 4.7 4.2 5.3 4.5 11.0 5.8 5.1 5.6 6.9

MVDRG 4.6 5.2 5.8 8.3 6.0 16.6 6.9 6.3 8.6 9.6

MVDRGR0 3.9 4.2 4.9 6.2 4.8 12.6 5.6 6.2 6.7 7.8

MVDRGR1 3.8 4.5 4.6 5.5 4.6 11.5 5.1 5.5 5.8 7.0

MVDRGR2 3.8 4.4 4.5 5.2 4.5 10.2 5.5 5.3 5.9 6.7

estimates alone in estimating the spatial statistics for MVDR,

i.e., MVDRR, performance better than using NN masks in

MVDRN and CGMM masks in MVDRG was already achieved.

The performance of CGMM was dependent on its parame-

ter initialization. In Table 2, MVDRG and MVDRGR0 differed

only in parameter initialization, with the latter based on the re-

gion estimates. We observe that MVDRGR0 greatly reduced

WER over MVDRG, suggesting that using region constraints

effectively improved CGMM parameter initialization.

Comparing MVDRNR1 with MVDRN , or MVDRGR1 with

MVDRGR0, we can see that by setting the noise mask values of

the TF points in CNR to 1, WER were largely reduced. This

implies that the mask values in CNR were not estimated accu-

rately by NN or CGMM mask methods, and imposing the CNR

constraint reduced the uncertainty. Similarly, the mask values

of TF points in NCNR may not be well estimated. But how to

improve these masks remains an open question.

A common issue in beamforming is that Φn
f may contain

speech component, rendering the spatial filter inaccurate and of-

ten with numerical issues. When the TF masks were inaccurate,

and all the TF points were used to update Φn
f , this issue was ex-

acerbated. With the estimated regions, however, the TF points

within CSR could be excluded from updating Φ
n
f . In Table 2,

MVDRNR1 and MVDRGR1 included the TF points in CSR in

computing Φ
n
f , but MVDRNR2 and MVDRGR2 did not. The

WER reductions by (·)R2 over (·)R1 on the real noisy speech

test set showed that excluding the TF points in CSR from com-

puting Φ
n
f improved MVDR. On the other hand, on the simu-

lated noisy speech test set, the WER gap between using or ex-

cluding the TF points in CSR for Φn
f was negligible. Possibly,

the masks of CGMM or NN were more accurate on the sim-

ulated data than on the real data, since the simulated acoustic

environments were simpler than the real ones.

When NN masks were used, MVDRNR2 achieved the low-

est WER, where the estimated noise mask in CNR were set to

1, and the CSR points were excluded from updating Φ
n
f . Sim-

ilarly, CGMMGR2 got the lowest WER with CGMM masks,

where noise and speech model parameter updates only included

the TF points in NCSR and NCNR, respectively. We can in-

crease noise mask values in CNR, and constrain parameter up-

dates in the matched regions, both being beneficial to MVDR,

which could not be done by using masks alone.

4.2.2. Speech Enhancement

Here the simulated noisy test speech data were used to access

the ground truth clean speech for computing PESQ and STOI.

For SCSE, channel-4 of CHiME-3 was used, and LibriSpeech

was also used to assess our region method’s generalization abil-

ity. We observe that the average PESQ and STOI scores of

NN-mask with region (NR) were higher than NN-mask (N) in

all comparison cases, and this behavior was also held true on

LibriSpeech. The relative gain of PESQ and STOI from using

regions in beamformed signals was larger than in SCSE. One

possibility was that in beamforming, the three types of regions

could all be effectively used, but only CSR was used for SCSE.

How to effectively use the different types of regions in SCSE

deserves a further investigation. The proposed regions were

also found complementary to other types of NN masks, such

as IRM and SMM. Due to space limitation, only IBM results

are provided here.

Table 3: PESQ and STOI for MVDR, SCSE, w/wo regions,

based on IBMX on CHiME-3 test data & LibriSpeech
SE type AVG PESQ AVG STOI

noisy CH4 CHiME-3 2.1 0.88
CH4N SCSE 2.6 0.90

CH4NR SCSE 2.7 0.91

MVDRN beamforming 2.6 0.91
MVDRNR2 beamforming 2.8 0.96

noisy LibriSpeech 1.9 0.79
LibriSpeechN SCSE 2.3 0.83

LibriSpeechNR SCSE 2.4 0.84

5. Discussion

One problem faced by setting the NN mask targets is the com-

plexity of the combination patterns of clean speech and noise.

For example, as shown in Fig.1.(f), some non-speech TF points

were classified as speech due to the point-wise comparison on

clean speech and noise power in IBM target calculation. These

erroneous target values may cause difficulty for NN to reliably

learn speech structure during training, and make NN predict

wrong mask values during test. In contrast, the proposed region

targets depend only on the structure of clean speech, and they

are also immune to input scaling. Therefore, the region targets

can be more reliably and accurately computed than NN-based

mask targets. Accordingly, the probability space for regions

is more likely to be correctly learnt than that for masks given

the same model and amount of data, producing more accurate

region estimates than masks during test. On the other hand, be-

tween region and mask, the former is more qualitative, while

the latter is more quantitative, and the complementary natures

of the two provides a promising potential in their integration,

which has been verified by our results.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel approach to extracting TF structure of

clean speech for partitioning noisy speech spectrogram into mu-

tually exclusive regions, which can be used in synergy with the

TF masks for SCSE, or for estimating speech and noise statis-

tics in beamforming. We have successfully trained a BLSTM to

predict the regions of CSR and NCNR from noisy speech spec-

trograms, with the region targets obtained from clean speech.

We have investigated using the predicted regions in place of TF

masks in MVDR beamforming and integrating the regions with

statistical and NN based mask estimations to constrain mask

values and model parameter updates, as well as using the pre-

dicted regions with IBM in SCSE. Our results have demon-

strated the effectiveness of our method in reducing WER of

ASR and in improving PESQ and STOI in SE.
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